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In 1992, psychiatrist Judith Herman published Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of
Violence—From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror. In this important intervention, Herman
argued that the trauma that results from domestic violence and sexual assault, as part of
patriarchal aggression, constitutes a type of political violence or even gendered terrorism.
As it also tends to be quite commonplace yet simultaneously hidden from view (and thus
complicated and insidious in its effects), Herman made the case that the traumatic
symptomology that follows from domestic violence and sexual assault must be
reconceptualized—thus heralding the shift from post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD
(which had up to that point been reserved primarily for the “shell shock” experienced by
soldiers in war), to complex post-traumatic stress disorder, or C-PTSD. C-PTSD was to be
understood as distinct from PTSD in part because “the syndrome [or spectrum of
conditions] that follows upon prolonged, repeated trauma needs its own name.”  The most
important aspects to note about the shift to C-PTSD include the following: 1) sexual
trauma is most often gendered and specifically feminized as it is disproportionately
experienced by women, 2) one of the most notable and common symptoms of this
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feminized trauma is dissociation, or the splitting of consciousness as a protective
mechanism (as it has been since early Freudian formulations of hysteria and other feminine
neuroses), and 3) the symptoms of dissociation and other traumatic sequelae may be
ordinary, ongoing, and quite literally complex. In explicating this shift, Herman brought
gendered and sexualized violence into mainstream psychological and therapeutic
conversations and illuminated their inherently structural nature. C-PTSD arguably brought
thinking on trauma closer to the chronic, as well, as it attended to the effects of prolonged
exposure to violence. Herman staunchly advocated that the conceptual groundwork of
trauma must account for the minutiae of the everyday life of domestic violence victims,
which subsequently illuminated how so many forms of gendered trauma are “not outside
the range”  of normal human experience, and are not exceptional. For Herman, too much
of what happens in the home, in the bedroom, and on the street might be seriously
dangerous and traumatizing to women, in particular. The personal is political.

One of the most common symptoms of trauma, in Herman s̓ analysis as in others, is the
dissociative silence that accompanies it. C-PTSD then still remains within the traditional
psychoanalytic trauma theory framework, relegating trauma to that which cannot be
narrated, categorically. So, although Herman placed trauma itself squarely within the
sociopolitical, she did not question the ontological status of trauma s̓ unspeakability—
understood to be the result of a temporal split and the subsequent need for psychic
defense due to an experience that was quite literally unthinkable and thus also unsayable.
In this essay, I question trauma s̓ fundamental inability to be spoken of or even adequately
recounted by survivors. Is trauma unnarratable by nature, or are traumatized people
instead just too often part of communities that are either ignored or actively silenced? To
this end, I propose that trauma s̓ unnarratability is not fundamental nor ontological, but
rather political and structural. And this may be particularly true for the feminized trauma
that results from domestic violence, sexual assault, and other gendered—and, importantly
here, racialized—aggressions.

As revolutionary as it was at the time, Herman s̓ reframing was also insufficient in attending
to the full breadth of trauma responses across experiences of gender and femininity (i.e.,
cis, trans, nonbinary, agender, genderqueer, etc.), and experiences related to race, class,
nation, and citizenship. Dissociation, still centered in Herman s̓ C-PTSD framework, has
become the sine qua non of trauma and has been treated as necessary for trauma to
register as legible and legitimate—but arguably not all trauma survivors experience
dissociation, or experience it in the same way. This de facto requirement is also
troublesome insofar as the very same folks whose credibility is regularly questioned as it is
(i.e., women—especially trans women—of color, first and foremost) are viewed as non-
credible if they do not exhibit this symptom. Further, even as dissociative and other
traumatic symptomology are conceptualized as ongoing and everyday in Herman s̓
updated C-PTSD model, they are still framed as ills that can be overcome, rehabilitated,
and even cured. And recovery here entails being able to reconnect the disconnected parts
of the dissociated (and unspeakable) self, often through medicalized and individualized
therapeutic modalities. It is because of the inadequacies of this continued framing of
trauma as unspeakable, the centering of dissociation as the categorically legitimate
response to gendered and sexualized violence (often evacuated of race, class, and
nation), and an emphasis on individualized recovery under neoliberalism, that I argue we
must reconsider and reformulate notions of feminized trauma. Attending to the range of
ways in which violence is meted out and experienced will help us to listen to survivors
without presuming their inability to communicate. And this can help promote a new and
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politicized understanding of trauma, and pave the way toward more just forms of collective
and communal care. 

My analysis moves between theoretical and conceptual registers and discussions of
various types of data (i.e., historical and contemporary scientific discourse, tweets and
other media-based accounts, and autoethnographic narrative) and illustrates the type of
fracturing or falling apart that I describe as a legitimate trauma response. Not fully
dissociative, but a little all over the place. Sometimes declarative, sometimes interrogative
—at moments “feral.”  This fractured method suggests the difficulty (but not impossibility)
of communicating everyday trauma. It is repetitive, fragmentary, and at times frustrated—a
banal collage of dull anger and pain (including anger at the silencing of so many others).
Asking questions, I argue, can help open up space for radical intervention and reframing.
So when I ask questions, the intervention I propose is, in part, enacted in the asking. This
method is not only a form of inquiry and interrogation but also of recognition—the
recognition that some things, some very important parts of the story, have been missing
and should be heard.

In the remainder of this essay, I argue that even as we have moved toward thinking of
gendered and sexual violence and their traumatic aftermaths as political and structural
(and as psychologists have gotten better at accounting for these types of violence and
their effects), we still too often operate within a reductive logic regarding femininity that is
ultimately unjust insofar as legitimate trauma becomes relegated to a certain
demographic, and only that type of trauma experience is legible as suffering. Further
problematic is that, under this prevailing logic, the type of feminine suffering that is most
clearly legible is that which follows from violences framed as “exceptional” (as opposed to
the suffering of those who are not victims of “stranger rape,” incest, or abuse “at home”).
Most often, survivors (even under Herman s̓ improved formulation) are imagined to be
white and wealthy or middle-class—and their treatment is targeted as such. Given all of
this, I argue that we must responsibly ask: What symptoms might we observe if and when
we recognize that many traumatized folks do not have recourse to diagnosis, to treatment,
and, in some cases, do not even have the time or space to dissociate? (Let alone to
recover?)

In response to the historical and contemporary whitewashing, cisheteronormativity, and
class reductiveness of psychological frameworks of feminized trauma, I re-theorize the
symptomology and sequelae of gendered and sexual violence alongside recent
conceptualizations of insidious trauma,  crisis ordinariness,  debility,  chrononormativity,
slow violence,  and slow death.  With an eye toward the liberation of groups whose
experiences are often minimized or blatantly ignored, I argue that traumatic symptomology
such as dissociation ought to be re-read through the lenses of critical disability studies
and, more specifically, crip-of-color  and feminist-of-color disability studies —which
offer novel ways to consider the imbrication of minds, bodies, and the social. These frames
are oriented toward structural critique, and move us beyond traditional formulations of the
psychosomatic, bringing us closer to an understanding of the environmental, relational,
and often traumatic constitution of bodyminds in the world.  Such an orientation is
imperative in that it allows for deeper attention to how race, class, citizenship, and other
intersecting statuses contour feminized trauma and symptoms across gendered
populations.

An increased attention to multivalent structural inequities within recent work coming out of
disability studies is exciting and noteworthy. However, disability studies has historically had
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its own problems with a reductive and bourgeois whiteness. Thus, Black feminist theory s̓
attention to productions of gender, femininity, and sexual difference, and to how these feel,
necessarily helps reconceptualize feminized trauma. Black women (and particularly Black
trans women) tend to have more frequent experiences of both macro traumas caused by
clearly identifiable forms of violence and the more mundane, banal, and gnawing forms
caused by everyday violations. I am informed by radical Black feminist scholarship that
considers Black feminism and Black femininity as affective,  as felt, as lived—sometimes
defensively (out of necessity and toward an [often obstructed] agency) —in everyday
environments that are traumatizing and debilitating insofar as they are saturated with
racism, sexism, misogyny, and misogynoir,  and which condone and perpetuate Black
unfreedom, violation, death, and harm (and/or threats thereof). Audre Lorde and, more
recently, Treva Ellison, Amber Musser, Jennifer Nash, Sami Schalk, and C. Riley Snorton
have theorized how structural racialized and gendered violence contributes to traumatic
Black feminine subject formation. These scholars consider how (sometimes negative)
affects associated with Black femininity inhere in subjects but are, in fact, produced within
white supremacist, colonialist, misogynistic, transphobic, and otherwise toxic
environments and relations wherein Black women are regularly injured—and then expected
to heal themselves.

Historically through today, dominant psycho-logics have perpetuated racist, classist, and
imperialist conceptualizations of femininity itself.  Simone Brown utilizes the concept
white prototypicality to theorize the racialized normativity of biometrics (such as
fingerprinting and other forms of surveillance).  Elsewhere, I have critiqued the ways that
medical and scientific protocols both depend on and simultaneously disavow feminized
trauma as they attempt to explain white feminine sexual “receptivity,” “responsiveness,”
and “discordance” in depoliticized behaviorist and evolutionary terms.  Following Browne
and other Black feminist scholars cited above, in this essay I consider how trauma
frameworks are constituted within registers of racial normativity—a type of white
prototypicality that dwells within the dominant psycho-logic for interpreting gendered and
sexualized trauma. Given this white prototypicality, I seek new ways to understand
feminized trauma experiences outside of both contemporary psychological frameworks
and traditional psychoanalytic conventions. I foreground traumatic affects as they are lived
at the level of raced, classed, and gendered populations, while simultaneously
reconceptualizing how traumas are felt at the level of individual bodies and relationally
among them. My intervention is threefold:

�. First, I suggest that, because sexual and gendered violence is directed disparately (both
quantitatively and qualitatively) at groups of femmes which are internally diverse,
trauma responses also necessarily look different across these populations. Feminized
trauma must then be rethought, particularly when violence is slow, grating, cumulative,
and disconcertingly ordinary and normalized to the point that it is expected—rather
than posited as abnormal, exceptional, and something that can be healed from
individually. Traditional psychological approaches to diagnosing and treating trauma are
not only limited to race-, class-, nation-, and gender-specific subjects, but, in fact,
produce and configure traumatized subjects as only intelligible when they fit within
these boundaries. 

�. Secondly, once trauma (as it is experienced by many feminized folk) is reconceived as
banal, mundane, and chronic, I open up space for acknowledging, valuing, and
centering a traumatic dissociative-adjacent standpoint (or sitpoint).  Absent in
mainstream psychological frameworks for interpreting feminized trauma, this is an
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invaluable perspective on sexual and gendered violence from which much can be
learned. 

�. Finally, within a disability justice framework,  I advocate that this traumatized femme
perspective, epistemology, and form of knowledge-production provides the ground
upon which survivors who live with raced, classed, and gendered trauma can come
together as they enact radical care in community with each other, fracturing and falling
apart together. My analysis seeks to illuminate the full spectrum of feminized trauma
experience and amplify accounts rather than assuming unnarratibility. To this end, the
notion that trauma is ontologically unspeakable must be called out for what it is—a form
of silencing that is undoubtedly structural and political. Women and femmes—and here
they are grouped together insofar as I am describing feminizing processes rather than
femme identities, per se —have been silenced, including when they try to speak of
their traumas (or feel and register them outwardly, publicly). Creating space—and a
fleshy and affective language of sorts—to narrate endured violences is part of an
abolitionist justice project and can help to end expectations of silence. I argue that this
will offer a different type of healing, as well, one that is not tied to individual
rehabilitation, but which instead allows fractured populations—both fractured from
traumas (but not fully split) and fractured along raced, classed, and gendered lines—to
stand in solidarity and feel differently (not “better” in the vein of neoliberal productivity)
together. With such a goal in mind, I argue that even a C-PTSD-based therapy and
analysis framework is inadequate for fully attending to the insidious nature of everyday
traumas, and that instead, a crip theory of feminized fracture or falling apart will help us
move beyond the limitations of both PTSD and C-PTSD and their treatment. This affect-
attendant, justice-seeking, cripistemological orientation to the multiplicity of traumatic
iterations counters previous myopic formulations of trauma and its symptoms, and
empowers and gives voice to those who are traumatized.

Feminized Trauma Across Populations:
Biopolitics, Chronicity, and Dissociative-Adjacent
States
Dissociation is what psychologists describe as the splitting off of mental processes from
primary consciousness, as in amnesia or following certain traumatizing experiences. It is
often understood to follow from sexual abuse and violence, and, in psychoanalytic theory,
is interpreted as a psychic process resulting from a traumatic event that is rendered
incapable of entering the main body of consciousness.  Alternating between numbness
and hyperarousal, the dissociator may experience a separation of mind from body or a
sense of being a detached observer of herself (depersonalization), and/or an alteration in
her experience of the external world so that it seems unreal or that a given lived
experience is not really happening (derealization). Importantly, dissociation has often been
framed as something that “hysterical women” experience, and hysteria has thus
functioned as both a diagnosis of somaticization and a rhetorical repudiation of excessive
emotion and irrationality. As such, the medical discourses and clinical practices
surrounding hysteria have been rightly critiqued through a feminist lens.  

Importantly, however, Sigmund Freud s̓ original hysteria patients were almost entirely
wealthy, white, cis women. And a member of this group, the typical hysterical figure, might
in some cases actually be believed when recounting her trauma.  Upon this recounting,
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she may even be interpreted as an “undeserving” victim, who had experienced an “unjust”
violence enacted against her. In contrast, poor femmes of color have consistently been
cast as complicit in or even responsible for the violences enacted against them, which has
left their traumas unintelligible. A victim—categorically—did not deserve what happened
to her. As the binary of “undeserving” versus “deserving” here is racialized, whiteness
becomes constitutive of victimhood. 

Insofar as dissociation eventually came to be broadly associated with PTSD, and as
involving a full psychic split resulting from a discrete traumatic episode—an episode that is
interpolated via bourgeois liberal rhetorics as an uncommon or abnormal experience, and
one that is “unjust,” “horrific,” and most often committed by a “pathological” (and
frequently racialized!) perpetrator against an “undeserving” victim—the state of
dissociation itself is produced within a white and middle-class register. But there is an
irony to this framework. Even as it has historically been wealthy, white, cis women whose
hysteria and dissociation are identified, analyzed, and treated, in reality, it is working-class
and poor femmes of color who experience sexual and gendered violence
disproportionately and often on an ongoing basis. It is thus these individuals who may also
disproportionately experience accompanying traumatic symptoms. A biopolitical  analysis
which examines how certain populations are debilitated while their membersʼ bodyminds
are maimed, as part of neoliberal racist and nationalist governance projects,  can help
flesh out a necessary reconceptualization of trauma in light of these disparities. And this
reworking is imperative, as feminized trauma is quite literally being (re)configured and
(re)allocated all the time, somewhere between and along a racialized and gendered
biopolitics of life management and a necropolitics of death distribution.  

Consider the negligent treatment of femmes of color in the contemporary United States
context. One example is the case of Tashonna Ward—a Black woman in Milwaukee who
went to the emergency room of a local hospital with chest pains, was told she would have
to wait six hours to be seen by a doctor, and died there halfway through her wait time.
Ward s̓ story is an extreme example of sexist, racist, and classist violence, as we know that
women s̓—and particularly Black women s̓—complaints about pain are often minimized or
disregarded by medical professionals.  It is a different type of harm than the harm that is
typically associated with gendered violence and resulting traumas; but it is also not so far
removed from other feminized traumas from which it might normally be set apart. What
was Ward s̓ experience as she waited in the ER that day? What were her symptoms—
beyond the physical symptoms she experienced on account of cardiomegaly or her
enlarged heart (the posthumous diagnosis)? Is it possible that her chest pains and
breathing trouble were also the result of accumulated, chronic traumas and anxiety? The
trauma and anxiety of the unjust wait itself? Might these also be symptoms of the
cumulative harms experienced over an entire life, particularly as a Black woman fighting to
register to white clinicians and other medical professionals as someone who could even be
traumatized? 

The experiences of trans women migrant asylum seekers further suggest the need to ask
such questions and the necessity of expanding our taxonomy of feminized trauma. In early
2020, fourteen trans women were transferred from the Cibola County Correctional Center
in New Mexico to the Northwest ICE Processing Center in Washington. This move occurred
after Roxsana Hernandez Rodriguez died of HIV-related complications in the Cibola
County prison (but was later determined to have also been severely abused by prison staff
during the time of her detention), and also after Johana Medina León died in a Texas
hospital immediately after being released from an Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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(ICE) detention center. Léon also showed signs of neglect, abuse, and lack of medical
attention while she was detained. Both were migrant trans women who had experienced
sexual and gendered violence in their home countries, experienced violence as they made
their way through Mexico to the United States as they sought asylum, and then
experienced further violence at the hands of ICE agents upon arriving in the United States
and being detained. Rodriguez and Léon are only two examples of the many women in
similar situations who also have existing chronic health conditions, including HIV, diabetes,
and (C-)PTSD. In an interview for an article in the online magazine Crosscut, an El
Salvadoran woman named Amara—also a detainee at the Northwest ICE Processing
Center in Tacoma—tells the interviewer: “Es fatal esto (this is awful) . . . sometimes I miss
having someone to talk to.”  Her words are desperate, her affect despondent, yet she
seems fully aware of her situation, rather than cut off from it (and yes, she can narrate her
pain, and in fact suggests her desire to do so!). This aching desperation sounds like the
result of trauma, but doesnʼt present as classic dissociation. Instead, it appears to manifest
as a persistent desperation and chronic traumatic affect—mundane, banal, and almost
expected, at this point, for women like her. 

Within a crip framework,  dissociative-adjacent states which result from gendered and
sexual trauma—and these forms of trauma themselves—can be interpreted as chronic.
That is to say, states akin to dissociation may be experienced as the result of everyday,
accumulated traumas, those which result not only from violence that is likely to be named
as such within white liberal individualizing rhetorics (e.g., discrete and anomalous violent
incidents such as “stranger rape”) but also from gendered, sexualized, raced, and classed
aggressions, population policing, abuse and detainment at the hands of agents of the
neoliberal white supremacist nation-state, and repeated sexual harassment and assault. In
their nagging, gnawing, and incomplete nature—and also in their persistence, ordinariness,
and resistance to standard medical treatment (including treatment protocols that insist on
self-recovery and individual pursuit of care/cure)—these dissociative-adjacent states may
have more in common with chronic pain than with psychic splitting or dissociation in the
traditional sense. To fully register these dissociative-adjacent states, we might take into
account, for instance, the physical and geographical dislocation and dissociation (from
home and everything theyʼve known) that women like Roxsana, Johana, and Amara likely
experienced as they sought asylum. We might assume these women hoped for better lives
in the US, due in part to feminized traumas they had experienced in their home countries.
What kinds of migrant dissociative-adjacent traumatic states did they live through? How
are these experiences gendered and sexualized, but not in the ways to which we normally
attend within colonialist typologies of trauma?

It is necessary to consider the limitations of current bio-behavioral and historical
configurations of trauma, not only because these paradigms elide race, class, and other
differences in how gendered and sexual violence are inflicted and experienced, but also
because these frameworks are rooted in (neo)liberal, white supremacist formulations that
conceive of minds and bodies as separate. By contrast, feminine fracturing or falling apart
—as symptom, standpoint/sitpoint, and mode of care—centers trauma survivors whose
experiences are evidence of more complex renderings of both bodyminds and femininity. A
fractured or falling-apart method, theory, heuristic, and hermeneutic attends to racism,
classism, and nationalism as they are tethered to gendered and sexual violence. Thus,
fracturing or falling apart is not only a corrective to the ableist and ablesanist  “clean
break” conceptualization inherent in conventional notions of traumatic or hysterical
dissociation, but it is also a corrective to the white liberal expectation that sexual violence
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is a one-off, special, exceptional, or uncommon experience from which one can
normatively recover or heal—on one s̓ own. 

Fleshing Feminine Fracture: Dissociative-
Adjacent Ways of Knowing and Feeling
Insofar as dissociation was often comorbid with a diagnosis of hysteria for early
psychoanalysts like Freud and Josef Breuer, there is a long history (or hystery) of
dissociation as feminized, or as part of a sequelae of feminine neuroses. But if we take
seriously that women are more likely to dissociate, we must also follow the earliest Freud
and remember that this occurs so often in women (and here, I will add femmes more
broadly to update Freud s̓ argument) due to their disproportionate experiences of sexual
violence and abuse.  Today, women and femmes continue to be unduly violated, and
trans women, particularly Black trans women and other femmes of color, are
disproportionately likely to experience violence—including sexual violence—during their
lives.  Further, current research suggests that while 6.8% of the general adult population
in the United States report symptoms of PTSD, prevalence estimates of trauma among
trans folks range from 18% to 61%—and according to recent studies, discrimination and
assault associated purely with being trans (rather than with exogenous experiences such
as sexual abuse) significantly amplify PTSD symptoms among transgender folks.  These
symptoms are, of course, exacerbated when intersecting experiences of oppression are at
play. Given these disparities in proximity to trauma, and because we are in an age of ever-
present yet unspectacular harm, I argue that we are also in a moment in which it is
imperative to rethink structures of gender, race, class, and nation as structures of feeling
which are ontologically shaped by closeness to supremacist state violence. It is time to
reconceptualize sexual and gendered trauma, the logic of dissociation, and the affective
structure of femininity itself.

If part of living as a femme-identified or femme-coded individual—and particularly as a
Black woman or femme of color—involves living with apprehension, hyper-alertness, and
the daily specter of anticipated violence, then how does this affect symptomology? What
do symptoms look like when they are the result of banal, chronic, slow violence? If they
follow from everyday, grey brutality and ordinary crises? What if there is a detachment, but
it is not a full rupture, and instead . . . fragmentary? Always bubbling up, but never
completely coming to the surface, an embodied-psychic stretching, to the point where the
bodymind feels threadbare . . . never fully numb, but never fully (or hyper-) vigilant. Maybe
the dissociative-adjacent symptom looks instead like anxiety, or it s̓ akin to brain fog —
pervasive, yet partial—or it s̓ the perpetual feeling that youʼre about to fall apart, to come
unglued. Maybe it s̓ having a constant lump in your throat, a racing heartbeat, and
radiating tension while also feeling utterly empty and dazed when you read the news, when
you are out on the street. Maybe the psychic split is never finished—a fracture, fleshed-
over . . . semi-sutured . . . but never fully severed? 

Not only might we ask what this shift to a new framework for trauma symptomology looks
like, how it presents, but also: what knowledge does shifting from breaking / splitting to
fracturing / falling apart make possible? And legible? Feminine fracture then is both
symptom and standpoint/sitpoint. But if it is a standpoint/sitpoint, maybe it is also a rallying
point . . . and even a rallying cry.  
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To begin this project of fleshing feminine fracture, we might take the experience of
dissociative-adjacency as a point from which to theorize. Returning again to early
psychoanalysis, I propose that we do this in the vein of Freud s̓ and Breuer s̓ notion of
hysteria as an altered state of consciousness, as, in fact, double consciousness.  This
notion is particularly apt here as it shares many uncanny epistemological and
phenomenological assumptions with double consciousness as it has been theorized by W.
E. B. Du Bois  and later as bifurcation of consciousness by Dorothy Smith.  And most
usefully, Black feminist scholars such as Patricia Hill Collins  and Kimberlé Crenshaw
have utilized intersectional analyses to bring these frameworks together. I follow the work
of Jennifer Nash  and Jasbir Puar  who consider (in addition to the feeling of being
multiply marginalized) how intersectionality might be experienced affectively, and what
types of feelings “becoming-intersectional” and being forced into a defensive posture
around intersectionality elicit.  This ontological orientation to intersectionality-as-event
can help illuminate how a traumatic double consciousness as sequelae of gendered and
sexual violence is inextricable from racism and white supremacy. How might we honor this
feminized, racialized, and classed experience while simultaneously taking care not to
essentialize or universalize it? How is a traumatic double consciousness kindred with
fracturing and falling apart? In our contemporary climate of slow violence and crisis
ordinariness, how do these ways of knowing, feeling, and living trauma manifest? And how
are they contoured by difference—including the difference that race makes?

In April 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic, Latina trans activist Lorena Borjas fell ill with
the virus and passed away, leaving a deep and painful void in her community. In a tribute to
Borjas s̓ life, another NYC-based activist and writer, Cecilia Gentili, articulates a type of
feminized traumatic experience that feels chronic, heavy, ossified, sedimented:

The burden described here might not be easy to recover from; one might be more likely to
feel as though she will fall apart beneath it. In order to get closer to
feeling/understanding/recognizing falling apart—an experience akin to dissociation,
derealization, and depersonalization but not quite the same thing—I propose that, in
addition to embracing a traumatic or hysterical double consciousness, we work backward.
Here, a cripistemology of feminine fracturing or falling apart has a kinship with both double
consciousness and feeling backward, which might involve an “embracing of loss and
risking of abjection” —and deeply resonates with what Gentili describes above. This
kinship is clear, in that a traumatic or hysterical double consciousness, feeling backward,
and feminine fracturing and falling apart all fuck with time and space. They alter our
perception, allow for altered perception, and provide new forms of affective knowledge
through altered perception, and what it makes intelligible. This has direct import for
reconceptualizing trauma and its sequelae. Fracturing and falling apart, alongside
traumatic/hysterical double consciousness and feeling backward, all expand how we
interpret feminized trauma, as they are standpoints/sitpoints which are explicitly anti-
chrononormative.  
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Many of us have been forsaken by our families, found ourselves homeless and
deprived of support from teachers, co-workers, and employers. Weʼve lived through
extreme poverty—have made cohabitation with risk and danger part of our normal.
Transgender women of color—like she was, like I am—know the uncertainty of
taking each step as if it may be our last. We know the weariness of walking under the
weight of transphobia, racism, and misogyny.48
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An imagined place of recovery can be a starting point from which to work in order to better
understand the experience of feminized trauma—particularly insofar as the injury that is
feminized trauma is, in part, constituted by the non-negotiable injunction to recover.
Recovery and rehabilitation are normative processes, which involve taking individual action
—but trauma, as it is traditionally framed, is “paralyzing,” even “crippling.” So, once again,
we have a paradox. But if we conceive of paralysis and crippling outside of this
individualizing logic of recovery, beyond the logic of unnarratability, and instead as
possible to speak about or feel and even worth speaking about and feeling, and we do this
alongside others who are injured, then we may be able to get past this seemingly
insuperable foreclosure. Thus, feeling backward, along with embracing traumatic double
consciousness, are central to understanding feminine fracturing as an alternative to
dissociation, and as an alternative to the conceptualization of trauma as breach—as a
break between a past and present self, or between a body and a mind. This alternative
framing also exposes how normative formulations of gendered and sexualized trauma have
been founded upon a specific vision of an innocent and whole (white) woman, who is then
damaged and broken, but who is finally cured and can live normally (normatively) again. If
we look at the ways that traumatized people have been and continue to be expected to
recover, we can come closer to a cripistemology of feminized fracture, and also get
outside of the white, bourgeois, cishet femininity built into formulations of gendered and
sexualized trauma. Further, taking seriously how diverse feminized and traumatized
populations have been expected to heal themselves allows us to consider more communal
and radical ways of caring for each other.

Radical Crip Solidarity, Revolutionary Fracture,
and Abolition/Liberation through Falling Apart 
In order to make space for different types of trauma response and push for accompanying
alternative forms of treatment, I want to consider an extreme (yet all-too-common,
expected, and accepted) type of gendered and racialized violence—that of the brutal
treatment of incarcerated domestic and sexual assault survivors (who are often women of
color). The prison abolition organization Survived & Punished focuses on helping
criminalized survivors by “rais[ing] awareness about the integrated relationship between
systems of punishment and the pervasiveness of gender violence.”  Mariame Kaba,
founder of Survived & Punished, stated in a 2019 article for The Guardian, “Black women
have always been vulnerable to violence in this country and have long been judged as
having ‘no selves to defendʼ . . . survivors are criminalized for self-defense, failing to
control abusersʼ violence, migration, removing their children from situations of abuse,
being coerced into criminalized activity and securing resources needed to live day to day
while suffering economic abuse.”  Kaba clarifies how survivors of sexual abuse, domestic
violence, and gendered assault—particularly those who are Black women and other
women of color—are more likely than not to end up incarcerated or stuck somewhere in
the criminal punishment system: “Multiple studies indicate that between 71% and 95% of
incarcerated women have experienced physical violence from an intimate partner. In
addition, many have experienced multiple forms of physical and sexual abuse in childhood
and as adults.”  Following the work of other researchers and policy makers, Kaba refers to
this as the “abuse-to-prison pipeline” —and fully brings home how “treatment” for
traumatic violence can end up iatrogenically harming survivors. Too many women and
femmes who are survivors end up incarcerated, which in many cases in turn only
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traumatizes them further. The cycle is self-perpetuating, and the rigidity and narrowness
of current conceptions of trauma and its symptoms do nothing to help these women. If
anything, white colonial psycho-logics are just another brick in the wall, and these ossified
trauma frameworks themselves also iatrogenically traumatize survivors and reproduce
violence. This is further demonstrated by how difficult it is for many incarcerated women
to get any help in prison for the traumas they have endured—or rather, how prison, in fact,
structurally denies trauma and mental health support to incarcerated women—and by data
that suggest that many survivors are further violated at the hands of police and prison
guards.

In light of the real differences in type and frequency of gendered violence experienced by
different feminized folk, and the elusiveness of the trauma responses elicited, I return
again to falling-apartness and feminine fracturing as vantage points from which to learn,
which move us toward survivorhood as communal and surviving together as a form of
radical care. A fractured, falling-apart frame shifts the mandate of cure away from
survivors themselves, and instead to a toxic culture, economic system, and complex of
racist punishing structures that desperately need to be fixed—or, better yet, abolished.
Fracturing and falling apart also suggest a way toward feeling different—not cured—as a
method for real live survival for the living, that is less likely than today s̓ buzzy cure-alls
(such as mindfulness or CBT, practices which may be part of what Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-
Samarasinha calls the “survivor industrial complex” ) to isolate, individualize,
neoliberalize, and victim-blame. This is because feminine fracturing and falling apart
advocate the exact opposite of what is prescribed via normative psycho-logic—instead of
keeping it together, why donʼt we just let it all go?

In 2019, after more than two dozen trans women detained in the Cibola County
Correctional Center penned a letter in Spanish describing the negligence, inadequate
medical care, and mistreatment and abuse they experienced at the hands of prison staff,
multiple advocacy and activist groups, including Phoenix-based Trans Queer Pueblo (to
whom the letter was originally sent), began to organize on behalf of the women. Less than
a year later, several organizations, including Seattle-based OneAmerica and La
Resistencia, in addition to other advocacy groups for undocumented LGBTQ+ folks, added
to it and then sent the letter to acting ICE Director Matthew Albence and acting
Department of Homeland Security secretary Chad Wolf. The letter calls for ICE facilities to
comply with standards of care for transgender individuals. The act of writing this letter,
across multiple groups, over time, as part of a coalition to help those with the least power
in the chain, is a clear example of traumatized people having each other s̓ backs as a form
of radical communal care.

Another example of folks having each other s̓ backs, as they fracture and fall apart, can be
found in the aforementioned trans activist community in Queens, New York, who came
together to support each other after activist and mother Lorena Borjas died of COVID-19 in
the spring of 2020. The poignancy and power of Borjas s̓ life and words and forms of care
were described as such: “She pushed us to shine authentically, to become an unstoppable
insubordination, a scream of subversion that says, ‘I am here, and I deserve happiness,
too.̓ ”  Screaming subversion, rather than holding it all in, as a form of revolutionary
communal care, sounds much different than what conventional psycho-logic might
prescribe as a treatment for trauma. Feminine fracturing and falling apart then might entail
screaming subversion, similar to what Debanuj DasGupta has described as the liberating
power of trans women s̓ public narratives to present “the potential of mobilizing trauma
toward a radical queer migrant politics that resists both state violence and savior
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politics.”  This certainly contrasts with “getting better,” normatively, in order to be a more
“productive” member of neoliberal capitalist society.

In a series of tweets, non-binary trans woman and somatics practitioner Kai Cheng Thom
(@razorfemme on Twitter) also called out the normative emphasis on “getting better” (in
the form of seeking emotional homeostasis or nervous re-regulation), under the fictitious
logic of a return to safety, as a form of gaslighting for POC trauma survivors:

In light of these words, we might return to the advocacy letter written to the directors of
ICE and Homeland Security, as an example of how survivors forming coalitions can gesture
toward possible liberatory avenues that take us beyond rehabilitation and recovery. It is
also important to note that this letter did have an impact; these ICE detention centers were
forced to comply with (marginal) standards of care for transgender individuals (not a
marginal gain). So not only can the act of forming collectives and coalitions be therapeutic,
it can also put pressure on supremacist nation-states by calling out violence which is
state-sanctioned and racialized. And talking about these things, with others, thus
abolishing the mandate to silence, can make those conversations as quotidian and
mundane as these forms of violence are currently.

The words of trauma survivors here are instructive in understanding fracturing and falling
apart. Along these collectivist lines, Piepzna-Samarasinha articulates an anti-ableist vision
of survivorhood: “I donʼt want to be fixed, if being fixed means being bleached of memory,
untaught by what I have learned through this miracle of surviving. My survivorhood is not
an individual problem. I want the communion of all of us who have survived, and the
knowledge.”  And Eli Clare has also brilliantly made the case for coalition, collectivism,
and communion in contrast to cure, summing up the power of mutuality and solidarity:
“Part of claiming disability is choosing this messy, imperfect work-in-progress called
interdependence.”

Adding to these calls, I make the case for collective fracturing and falling apart as a way to
refuse victim-blaming and silence. If we turn toward new formulations of trauma and its
sequelic residuum, if we attend to the everyday and insidious nature of these dissociative-
adjacent experiences, we also open up space for femmes, specifically trans women and
femmes of color, to be felt and accessed, to feel and access each other, to fall apart
together. This, a queer crip abolitionist strategy, may move us closer to changing the
affective structure of traumatic femininity and the reality of feminized trauma—both in our
daily lives and also in Psychology s̓ imaginary. And further, this affective restructuring may
allow us to move away from individual responsibility for our own healing and toward
collectively and mutually validating ways of living, forms of life, that shatter the directive to
be silent. This resonates with what the organizers with Survived & Punished call a politics
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Colonial psychology and psychiatry reveal their allegiance to the status quo in their
approach to trauma: that resourcing must come from within oneself rather than from
the collective. That trauma recovery is feeling safe in society, when in fact society is
the source of trauma . . . in the cauldron of social justice healing praxis, we must aim
for relationality that has the potential to generate social change, to generate
insurrection . . . the ultimate question of social justice somatics is not ‘how can we
cure the traumatized body so that it can return to productive society?ʼ—the
question of dominant psychology. Our question is: ‘how can we heal our traumatized
bodies so that we may love each other & fight together?ʼ59
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of relationality, in opposition to a politics of exceptionalism, as they apply these in their
abolitionist work:

A queer crip strategy of femme falling apart must, first and foremost, attend to difference.
It must be oriented toward abolition and justice, and it must be resolutely anti-racist, anti-
colonialist, and anti-capitalist. Those with relative privilege must always keep in mind, front
and center, the range and multiplicity of experiences—and forms of treatment (or lack
thereof)—for traumatized folks. Even as the obstacle course is always moving and
changing, we must remember that some are allowed to pass through the very roadblocks
that are set up to harm and hinder others. Sara Ahmed advocates that the very “hammers”
that destroy the most marginalized and traumatized among us can (and must) be picked
up by those who have been harmed less, and used against the injurious system itself:

Maybe there is some promise, then, in embracing an interdependent, communal fracturing
or falling apart? An affinity or coalition or collective of the traumatized? Maybe there is a
way to fall apart with others who are falling apart, and leak into each other like a leaky
gross army of falling-apart femmes. And maybe we could not fight anyone as an army, but
just be together, feel together, help each other, support each other, and maybe that would
be some type of pleasurable, some type of revolutionary, some type of survival? 
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Notes

We promote a ‘politics of relationality,̓  or strategies that help people engage the
broader crisis of criminalization, and help create a public context for others to talk
about their own experiences of surviving violence and being punished for that
survival. As CeCe McDonald—a Black trans woman who is an abolitionist leader, was
imprisoned for self-defense, and whose freedom was supported by the #FreeCeCe
grassroots defense campaign—has said, ‘I want people to not just hear me, but to
live through me, to live through this experience to give themselves a platform.̓62

In chipping away, we come into contact with those who are stopped by what allowed
us to pass through. We happen upon each other. We witness the work each other is
doing, and we recognize each other through that work. And we take up arms when
we combine our forces. We speak up; we rise up . . . chip, chip, chip: an affinity of
hammers is what we are working toward.63
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